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DISCLAIMER 

 

 

 

 

This Website www.3rdRisk.com (the “Website”) is property of 3rdRisk 

Solutions B.V. (hereafter to be named “3rdRisk”). 3rdRisk is registered 

at the Chamber of Commerce under number 76517292. 

 

1. GENERAL 

The following is applicable to the Website. By using the Website 

you agree with this disclaimer.  

 

2. CONTENT WEBSITE 

3rdRisk reserves the right to alter the contents of the Website and this 

disclaimer at any time or remove it without having any obligation to 

notify you thereof. 

 

3rdRisk puts care and attention to the content of the Website. 

However the use of (information on) the Website is at your own risk. 

Despite our efforts, it may occur that the content of the Website is 

incomplete, outdated and/or incorrect. Therefore the content of the 

Website is provided to you without any form of guarantee or liability 

on its accuracy.  

 

All prices displayed at the Website are subject to errors for example 

caused by incorrect entries or technical issues. Information, including 

the offer of products and services, can include errors or can be 

outdated. 3rdRisk is not liable for the consequences of such errors. 

On the basis of such errors, no agreement will be concluded between 

you and 3rdRisk. 

 

3. LIABILITY 

3rdRisk is not liable for any damage or other harmful consequences 

by the use of (information on) the Website. If you undertake any action 

based on (the information of) our Website, such action is undertaken 

at your own risk. No agreement will be concluded between you and 

3rdRisk on the basis of mistakes and/or incomplete or outdated 

information. 

 

3rdRisk is not liable if the Website is not accessible or available due 

to malfunction (storing) and is not responsible or liable for 

malfunctions in networks of third parties, by means of which the 

access to the Website is obtained. In addition, 3rdRisk is not liable for 

any content of the Website which is provided by third parties. 

 

The Website includes hyper links to websites of third parties. 3rdRisk 

does not accept any liability with respect to (the content of) these 

websites and/or services of third parties. 

 

Users are able to put content on the Website themselves. Despite the 

fact that 3rdRisk is doing everything that is within its power to avoid 

abuse, 3rdRisk is not liable for information that users put on the 

Website. 3rdRisk does not review the content that users of the 

Website put on the Website. However, 3rdRisk is able to adjust such 

content. In case there are complaints, 3rdRisk may investigate this 

content and may undertake action where necessary. 

 

4. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

All intellectual property rights with respect to the Website remain with 

3rdRisk. Without the prior written consent of 3rdRisk it is not allowed 

to disclose, multifold, save or offer for sale (parts of) the Website, 

information on the Website or other material displayed on the Website, 

in any possible way.  

 

5. CONTACT 

Should you have any further questions and/or comments in relation to 

this disclaimer, you can contact 3rdRisk via hello@3rdRisk.com. 

 


